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1986-04-14 
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Project: Development of spectroscopie methods of analysis. 
Subject: Atlas of FTIR spectra of anabolics in the region 1800-500 cm-1, 
with adequate peak tables (based upon minimum relative peak 
intensities). 
(APS series, part 3) 
Preceeding reports 86.47 (APS 1), 86 . 48 (APS 2). 
Summary: 
FTIR absorption spectra of 49 anabolics and related compounds in the 
region 1800-500 cm-1 are presented, tagether with: 
- adequate peaktable files 
- files with relevant data 
This atlas has to be used tage ther with RIKILT Report 86 . 47 (APS 1) 
"Atlas of FTIR spectra of anabolics and related compounds, 4000-400 
cm-1" and \-lith RIKILT Report 86.48 (APS 2) "Introduction of the con-
cept "Adequate Peak Search" for confirmation of the prese nce of an 
analyte in a sample by infrared spectroscopy". 
Responsible Dr \>/.G . de Ruig 
Collaborators: Dr W. G. de Ruig a nd J.M . Weseman 




In RIKILT Report 86.47 (APS 1) "Atlas of FTIR spectra of anabolics, 
4000-400 cm-1", the infrared spectra of 49 anabolics and related com-
pounds are presented . 
In RIKILT Report 86 . 48 (APS 2) "Inttoduction of the concept "Adequate 
Peak Search" for confirmation of the presence of an analyte in a 
sample by infrared spectrome try" is expl ained l<lhat Adequate Peaks are, 
and how they can be used fot confirmation purposes. 
In this Report, the inftared spectra of the same 49 anabolics as in 
APS 1 are ptesented in the region 1800-500 cm-1 , on a larger scale, 
wi th peak la helling and tagether ,.,i th tables of the "Adequate Peaks". 
The Ad equate Peaks positions , although listed in thtee decimals, are 
significant in whole wavenorobers only. 
The Adequate Peaks ~ables are made on a Btuker Aspect 3000 computer, 
using a computer programme ,.,ritten by drs H. Jansen, Bruket Speetrospin 
Nederland BV, Warmer, the Netherlands. 
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COMPOUND NAME: 17 BETA-ESTRADIOL SYSTE~ATIC NAME: ESTRA-1,3,5(10) - TRIENE- 3,17 DIOL 
CA NAME: ESTRA-1,J,5(10> -T~IENE-3,17 DIOL (17 BETA> 
CAS NU~BER: 50- 28-2 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO): J648 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: E 950 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C18H2402 
HOLECULAR WEIGHT: 272.39 
MELTING POINT: 173-17~ 
SAftPLE TECHNIQUE: ~ACRO-~BR 
SAMPLE OUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 N6 KBR 
COMMERCIAL NA~E; DIOGIH, ESTROUITE, FE~ESTRAI. 
MANUFACTURER: MERCK 
hANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 8984 
CHARGE NUNBER: 9007942 
FLS: HOR42006 
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COMPOUND NAME: 17 ALPHA-ESTR~OIOL 
SYSTi:":MATIC NAME; ESTRA-1,3,5(10>-l'RIENE-3,17 DIOL (17 ALPHA> 
CA NAME: EST~A-1,3,~(10)-TRIENE-3,17 OIOL (17 ALPHA> 
CAS NUMBER: 57-Y1-0 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 3649 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: E 870 
MOLECULA~ FORMULE: C18H2402 
hOLECULAR WEIGHT~ 272.4 
MELTING POINT: 220- 223 
SA~PLE TECHNIQUE: MAr.kO- KBR 
SAMPLE OUANTil'Y: 1 MG I 100 MG ~~R 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: E-87~0 
CHARGE NUMB~R: Y2F- 4019 
FLS: HOR42007 
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COMPOUND NAME: ESTR~DIOL-17 BET~-ACETATE 3 SYSTEM~TIC N~MF.: ESTR~-1,3,5<10) ESTRATRIEI~-3,17 BETA- DlOL 17-ACET~TE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-l,3,5(l0) - TRIENE-3,17- DIOL(1/BETA> - 17- ACETATE 
CAS NUMBEk: 1743-60- B 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: E- 952 
~OLECULAR FORMULE: t20H2603 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 314.4 
MELllNG POINT: 217- 220 
SAMPLE T~CHNIQUE: MACRO- KBR 
SAnPLF. QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUF~CTURER RF.FERENCE: E-7879 
CH~RGE NUMBER: 13F- 072l 
FLS: HfJR4200B 
ORIG. PEA K TABLE: HOR42008.PEAK=02--- >ADEQ. 
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COMPOUND NAME: BETA-ESTRADIOL-DIACETAlE SYSTE~ATIC NAMF.: 1,3,5(10)-ESTRATRIEN-3,17 BETA-OIOLDIACETAlE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-1,3,5(10>-TRIENE-3,17-DIOL(17 B~TA>-DIACETATE 
CAS NUHBER~ 3434-BB-6 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: E 9YO 
HOLECULAR FORMULE; C22H2R04 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 35~.4 
MELTING POI~T; 127-129 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: "MACRO-KBR 
SA~PLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: SIGMA 
~ANUFACTURER: SI6MÁ 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: E-0253 
CHARGE NUnBER: 11F-4017 
FLS: HOR42011 
4 
ORIG. PEAK TABLE: HOR4201l.PEAK=02-- ->ADEO. PEAK TABLE: HUR4201l.APKL 
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COI1f'OUND NAtiE~ ESTRAD IOL.-17-PROPIONATE 
CA NANE: -
CAS NUf'lBER~ -
NERCK INDEX NO (10 EO): -
STERALOlOS HUHBER: -
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C21H2803 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 328.4 
M~LTING POI~T: 199-200 
SAf'lf'LE TE::CHNiguE~ llAr.RO- KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 nG I 100 MG KBR 
COM~ERCIAL NAHE: ACROFOLI lN 
MANUFACTURER: SERVA 
MANUFACTUkER REFERENtE: 31115 
FLS: HOR42056 
DRIG" PE~K TABLE: HOR42056.PEAK=D2--->AOED. 
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PEAK TABLl: HUR42056.A PKL 
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COMPOUNO NAME: 17 BETA- ESTRADIOL- DIPROPIONATE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: 1,3,5(10) -ESTRATRIEN~-3,17 BETA-DlOL OIPROPIONATE 
CA NAME: ESTRA- 1,3,5(10) - TRIENE- 3,17 OIOL <17- BETA>DIPROPIONATE 
CAS NUnBER~ 113-38-2 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 3648 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: E 1040 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C24H3204 
MOLECULAR UEIGHT: 3~4.5 
MELTING POINT: 104-10~ 
SAnPLl TECHNIOUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COnMERCIAL NAnE: AAOFOLLIN, DIMENFORMON~IPROPIONATE, DIOVOCYLIN 
MANUFACTUR~R: SIUMA 
nANUFACTURER REFERENCE: E 9125 
CHARGE NUMBER: 122F-091J 
FLS: HOR42012 
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COMPOUND NAME: 17 BETA- ESTRADIOL- 3- SULFATE 
SYSTEMAtiC NAME: 1,3,5(10)ESTRATRIEN- 3,17 BF.TA-DIOL- 3-SODIUMSULFATE 
CA NAME: ESTRA- l,3,S(10>TRIENE- 3,17 DIOL- <17 B~TA> -3-SULFATE 
CAS NUMBER; 66814- 04-8 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: E 1100 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C1BH23S05 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 374.4 
SAftPLE l"ECHNIQUE: MACRO- KBR 
SAMPLE OUANTITY: l MG I 100 MG KBR 
COnMERCIAL NAftE: CONT~INS 67X N-MF.THYL-0-GLUCAMII~E AS STABILIZER 
nANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTUkER REFERENCE: E- 9505 
CHARGE NUMBER: 120F- 4065 
FLS: HOR42010 
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CotlPOUND NAME: 17 BF.TA- E::S fRADIOL-3-BEtiZOATE 
SYSTEnAliC NAnE: F.S1RA-J,3,5ClO>TRIENE-3,17 DIOL-<17 BETA)-3-BE::NZOATE:: 
CA NAI1E: ESTRA-l,3,S(!O>TRIENE-3,!7 DIOL-(!7 BffA>-3-BF.NZOATE 
CAS NUHBER: 50-50-0 
ME~CK INDEX NO <10 EO): 36~0 
STERALOlOS NUMBEk; E-Y70 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C25H2803 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT; 376.5 
MElfiNG POINT: 191-196 
SAMPLE TECHNlOIJE ~ (1ACk0-t{BR 
SAMPLE QUANTIT1: 1 MG I !00 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: BENOVOCYCLIN, BENZOETkOFOL 
MANUF~CTURER: SIGMA 
"ANUFACTURER REFERENCE: E-9000 
CHARGE NUMBER: 12F-3792 
FLS: HOR42009 
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COMPOUND NAME: BETA- ESlRADIOL- 3- METHYLETHER 
SYSTEMATIC NAI1E: 1,3,5(10> - ESTRATRIEN- 3,17 BETA- DIOL- 3- MEfHYLETHER 
t:A NAME~ ESTRA- 1,3,5(10)-TRIEH- 17- 0L, J METHOXY- <17-SETA> 
C~S NUMBER~ 1035- 77- 4 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: E 1090 
nOLECULAR FORnULE: C19H2602 
nOLECULAR WEIGHT: 286 
MELTING POIHT; 118-119 
SAMPLE lE~HHIOUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 Ma KBR 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
~ANUFACTURER REFERENCE: E Y250 
CHARGE NUMBER: 60F- 4012 
FLS: HOR42013 
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COMPOUND NAME: 17 ALPHA-ETHY~YLESTRAOIOL 
SYSTEnATIC NAME~ 17 ALPHA-~THYNYL-1,3,5(10> -ESTRADIE~E-3 ,17 BElA-DIOL 
CA NAME: 19 NORPREGNA-1,3,5(10> - TRIEN-20 YNE- 3,17-DIOL 17 ALPHA 
CAS NUMBER~ ~7-63-6 
MERCK lNOEX NO (10 EO): 3683 
STERALOlOS NUMBER~ E 1550 
MOLF.CULAR FOHMULE: C20H2402 
nOLECULAR WEIGHT~ 296.4 
MELTING POINT: 182-184 
SAnPLE TECHNIQU[~ nACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE OUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
nANUFACTURER: SIGnA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: E-4876 
CHARGE NUMBEk: 103F-0232 
FLS: HOR420.16 
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-733 
'-' - · /14 !SI 701 CS! 
0) 
CS! 
é _ s68 
CS! 
U1 i t5l 
t5l 
------===.. 




















CO~POUND NAME: MESTRANOL 
SYSTEMATIC "AME: 3-HETHOXY-19-NORPREGNA-1,3,5(10)-lRIEN-20-YN-17-0L 
CA NAME: 19-NORPREGNA-1,3,5(10>-TRIEN-20-YN-17-0L,METHOXY-,<17) ALPI~A> 
CAS NUMBER; 72-33-3 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO): 5762 
STERALOlOS NUMBER~ -
MOLECULAR FORnULE: C21H2602 
hOLECULAR UEIGHT: 310.4 
AELTING POINT: 150-151 
SAI1PLE TECHNHlUE; llACRO-·•{BR 
SAMPLE OU~NTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL "AnE: 17 ~LPHA EfHYNYLESTRADIOL 3-METHYLETHEk 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
fiANUFACTURER REFERENCE; E-5001 
CHARGE NUMBER: 103F- 0436 
FtS: HOR-42031 
ORIG. PEAK l"ABLE: HOR42031.PEAK=D~-·-->~OEQ. PEAK ·rABLE : HOR4203l .APKL 
BEPUlTitJITY ORIOJ.IML PEM( TABU: ~ «tO 
30 PEM(S. 
NO. l.J(-ItJE-·ND . f~EL.. It·l·l EH!3l lY l~J IDTH Ct·l·-:i 

























6!)7 n 682 
/02. Ott:~ 
7B8. U3Lt 












1.L 't!':i. 6lt6 
1164.933 





1 :3}7. 09 .L 
u~/t9. 'tlB 
:t 4<16. 777 
:1.~506 .31 ~ï 
l:"".:ï/'1.606 
161 2 . 3<?/t 
?J. 






















































" ISl ISl 
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<:~===;::==~~======~1~4~87====================~~------- -- 15~6 
1434 





1291 r-~~====~~~~~~-~~1~2~42~~~========----~ -- 1255 
























COMPOUND NAME: ESTRONE 
SYSTEMAliC NÁnf: 1,3,5(10> - ESTRATRIEN- 3- 0L-17- 0NE 
CA NAME: ESTRA- 1,3,5(10> - TRIEN- 17- 0NE,J HYDROXY 
CAS NUMB~R: 53- 16- 7 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 3655 
STERALOlOS NUMBER~ E 2300 
MOLECULAR FOR~ULE: C1BH2202 
HOLECULAR WEI~HT: 270.4 
MELTING POINT: 251- 254 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE~ MACRO- KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COt11"1ERCIItL NAt'IE: F.Sl ROL, KESTRONE,IlEf4FORMON, DESTRONE 
MANUFACTURER: MERCK 
MANU~ACTURER REFEkENCE: 8966 
CHARGE NUMBER: 9009821 
FLS~ HOR42015 
12 
ORI G. PEAK TABLE: HOR420 1 S. PEAK=O~--->ADEO. PEAK TABLE: HOR4201~.APKL 
SENSI TIVITY ORIGINAL PEAK TnBLE ~ YO 
Ut PEMW. 
tW. ~J AV E····N D . 
.t 6'7~.111 
rl 
".· .. l Bl . Bi'O 
:s BJ.B .. 7?? 
ft El7ó .. :i'i l 
1:: d 919 .. \?B 7 
6 1. o ~, ,t. 996 
7 .LUt!f. 796 
n 1. 2Bï' .lt06 
'1 .1360 . 69/ 
10 ).396 . 3'!9 
.11 .t ' t9B. 600 
1 ') 
. ~. j . ~m4 . 't :W 
:L:-5 1621 . 0/it 
Ut 1. 71 Y .'t :~B 











1 L . t 
,, :·s 
1) 1:..' 
,.: .. ,.J 
::~o 
:1.00 
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CSl N .f» 
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\0 N 
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- _IHH~ Ul 
.... 1086 
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COMPOUND NAME: ESTRIOL 13 SYSTE~ATIC NAnE: ESTRA-1,3,5(10>-TRlENE-3,16,17 TRIOL 
CA NAME: ESTRA-1,3,5(10>-TRIENf-3,16,17-TRIOL( 16 ALPHA, 17 BETA> 
CAS NUMBER: 50-27-1 
MERCK INDEX ~0 (10 EO): 3654 
STE::RALOIDS NlutBER: E 2600 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: Cl8H2403 
HOLECULAR UEIGHT~ 2A8.39 
HELTINU POINT: 282- . 
SA~PLE TECHNIOUE: ~ACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE OUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR .. 
COnMERCIAL NAHE: TRIHYDROXYESTRIN,ACEFIMINE1 0VESTIN;OVESTERI" 
MANUFACTURER: MERCK 
AANUFACTURER REFERENCE~ 3727 
r.HARGE NU~BER: 8~63028 
FLS: HOR42014 
0 ri: I G • P E A~{ T {) p, L. E ~ H D f-\: ft 2 0 1. ft .. F' E A~{ =~ D 2 ·--·->AD E ~l • 
B C N f.l I T I V I I" Y U F~ I Cl I U {1 L F' E ~~ I< T (~ P. L E ~ '?> 0 
~-~B PEM{S. 
NO.. WAVE-NO. REL.. INTENSITY 
.L ~582" ft6:-~ .L :·:; 
2 b61..~d9 1.7 
~5 "786.906 11() 
ft f.l l 7. 7 b~i ~~B 
r: 
•• J !3 ~5 0 • !'.'j ~) ~5 20 
6 BlO .. 80si 17 
l 886. ;.~~~-4 3!J 
H <;J "l "Ql{ft ftO (; 9:D. lOl :.:~:~ 
10 <;id. LH 1. n 
11 964 .. ~H7 1"7 
1. 2 :1. 0 3 3 • /f.l:l. 46 
.L ~5 :I. Of.> :I. .. l'tl 6 '" ." ,J 
14 i0b7. ~d3 6 '~· . ..) 
.L ~) l .t 0 3 • : .. ~ .L l t ~~/ 
1.6 J.ll7. 6El0 ~() 
.l l .ll 1t8. ::)3? 6'7 
tB 11 73 .612 3l; 
19 l. :W0.6.l 1t 3,'5 
: ..~o 1238. ~~2 't 8b 
. :.! :L :1. ~~ ~5 ~5 " 6 ~) '• 70 
')':> 1.2!34. ~5L~ :~~5 
.... -
:~~~ 1:~22.1::.~] :5 .t, 
:.!4 J. 3~·j2 . 1?B3 31 
'}r: 
.· . ...) .l 31B. ~J11 :·.~ 29 
~:?.6 1.1t52.3l1 1.00 
27 :1. ::_:; () .1. " ft 9 ~5 <S 1 
2B 16:1.0.ft66 ~:;n 
PEAK TABLE: HOR420i4.APKL 
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CSl ..... N V. ~ 
tO tO CX> CX> CX> 
0) N CX> ~ .... 
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COnPOUNO NAME: EQUILIN 
SYSTEHATIC NA"E' 3- HYDROXYESTRA- 1,2,5(10>,7- TETRAEN- 17-0NE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-1,3,5(10),7-T~TRAEN-17-0NE 3-HYDROXY . 
CAS ~UhBER: 474- 86-2 
MERCK INDEX ~0 (10 EO); 3580 
STERALOlOS NUnBER: f 600 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C18H2002 
MOLECULAR WEIGHJ; 268.3 
~ELTI~G POINT: 241-241.5 
SAI'lPLE TECHNIDUE: ltACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE OUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTURER: SERVA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 21055 
FLS; HOF<42054 
14 
(J f~ l G.. F'E~1l< T f.tBLE ~ H CJ I~'t 20 ~; 4 .. PFf.1l< '= 0 ~~ - ·- - > (1DED. F'E~1~( T f1 Bl .. E: HD h: '• 2 O~':i 4 . t~r:· I{L. 
SENSITIVITY ORIGINAL PE~K TABLE : 90 
1 ~:; PF(ü(!:i. 
NO. WAVE-NO. 








y 1406. 99~ 
10 146Y.675 





F< E 1... • I ~~ ·1 EN !3 l l Y 
13 
Ij 1"') 
,~.· ... .,:.. 
34 
1 .:· .d 
:1.00 









ts.'l CSl CSl ..... 
ISl (Jl '-l VI lD 
ISl w '-l Ol .po I.N 











tSI 1588 CSl 
U1 - 15~9 


















1158 I D 
































~~------+--------~---------_, _____ __ -7--------+------L 
COMPOUND NAME; EOUILENI~ 
SYSTEMATIC NAnE; 3-HYDROXYESTRA-1~3,5,7,9-PENTAEN- 17-0NE 
CA N~ME: ESTRA- 1,J,5,7,9-PENTAEN-17-0N~,3-HYDROXY 
CAS NUMBER; 517- 09- 9 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO); 3579 
STERALOlOS NUMBER; E 400 
MOLECULAR FORnULE: C18H1802 
nDl.ECULAR UEIGHT: 266.3 
AELTING POINT: 248- 252 
SA~PLE TECHNIQUE; MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANT1TY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
nANUFACTURER: SERVA 
MANUFACTIJRER Rf.FERENCE: 21058 
FLS: HOt<42055 
OR I !7 • F' E M( T t'1 P,. LE : HOR .tt :20:5 ~:·i .. f'E , ~~(:c D~~--- --> f.H/E Q .. 
SENS ITI VIT Y ORI GI N~L PEAK T ~BLF : ~0 













~J {i l.) E .. -·NU. 
8 1.-S oo 806 
E!4f:l. ó30 
1 06~·i .6 1 0 
11 68 00 7(/6 
.t 2 1)B 00 :·n~s 
l 2:·~'t . -;:~'' 
13f:H3oo66<J 
1. 't23 u 3fJ6 
:L -4 .~ <) 00 l) 3 :--~ 
1. 1t80 . :-~133 
:L ::i 98 00 89'} 
1622 " ()4ft 
.L ï 16 oo ~):50 
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COMPOUND NAME: 17 BETA- TESTOSTERONE 16 
S\'~TEI1(\T IC tMME ~ DF.L Tf\ 4- AHOROSTEN- 17 BETA- OL- 3- 0NE 
CA NAME: ANDROST- 4- EN- 3 ONE, 17 HYDROXY- , <17 BETA> 
CAS NUMBER: 58- 22- 0 
MERCK INDEX NO (!0 EO>: 9000 
STERALOlOS NUMBER; A 6950 
MOLECULA~ FORMULE: C19H2802 
noLECULAR UEIGHT~ 288.4 
~ELTING POINT: l~S 
SAhPLE TECHNIOUE~ MACRO- KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COnMERCIAL N~ME: MALESlRONE, ORQUISTERONE, PRIMOTEST, PRIMOlESTON 
MANUFACTU~ER: SIGMA 
hANUF~CTURER REFERENtE: T- 1500 
CHARGE NUMBER: 63F- 0616 
FLS: HOR42020 
CHU G" PI:. !i!< T ?1Bl..E: HOf~'t 20:l0. PEfü(::[)2--·--::=· ?1DEO. 
~:1 F N fH "f I V l r Y D R I i.H N .~ L. F' t: M( "ft\ B L E : 9 0 






















B69 .. B't1 
'1 1r~L 1. 32 
9!56. 63~ 
10 17.388 
:1. 0 !5~:·i . <J6:l 
1. 066 n ~:j"J() 
:L .ll ~~ .!32~~ 
).1.3 1. .1.B2 
1 :1. ?B .. Mil 
1233" ltO't 
:L 2"76.BOO 
1. :~ ~) 17 • / 3 ::i 
.L J/8 n 0~:)/ 
l 't ~12 .. 06 1 
.l 469. 6 7 :t 
). ó :t ~ • 3 'lt, 
.l6~-ï7./~1 
:L 6ó6 .'t OO 















PEAK TABLE; HOR42020 . APKL 
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IS) N ~ (7\ 00 IS) 
IJl tJ1 ~ 
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COMPOUND NAME: 17 ALPHA TESTOSTERONEJ EPI - TESTOSTERONE 
SYSlEnATIC NAME: 17 ALPHA-HYDROXYANDROST- 4-EN-3-0NE 
C~ NAME: ANDROST-4-EN- 3-0NE,17 HYDROXY-(17 ALPHA> 
CAS NUMBER: 481-30-1 
noLECULAR FOR~ULE: C19H28Q2 
noL~CULAR W~l~HT: 288.4 
SAMPLE TECHNIOUE: MACRO-KBR 




ORIG . PEAK TABLl: HOR42 10i.PEAK~D2--->AOEQ. PEAK TABLE : t1U R4 2101 .AP KL 
SENSIT I VITY ORIGINAL PEAK TABLE : 90 
7 PE?ü(S. 
N D • U (-1 \}E--ND • HE I. • I N f E 1-l H l T Y t.J I D 1 H C 1'1 ·- l. 
1 118Y.048 1~ 1 ~ 
2 1230.515 16 12 
J 127~.840 13 23 
1, 13'79 .91/0 j.lt 11 
~ .Lid:·?., or,:·:i Ut 11 
6 1609.507 25 13 
J .l 6 ~:iJ • 8 ó J .L 0 0 .L 6 

COMPOUND NA~~: TESTOSTERONE- ACETATE 
CA NA~E: ANDROST-4-EN-3-0NE,17-<ACETYLOXY~('7 BElA) 
CAS NUMBER: 1045-69- 8 · 
HERCK I~DEX ~0 <10 EO): 9000 
STERALOlOS NU~BER: A 6951 
noLECULAR FORMULE: C21H3003 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 330.4 
MELTifm POINT~ 140-141 
SAnPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO- KBR . 
SAnPLE QUANT I TY: 1 1\13 I 100 11G KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: ACETO-STERANDRYL,ACETO-TESTOVIRON 
HANUFACTURER~ SIGMA 
r}(\NUF ACTURER REF ERENCE: "f -1625 
CHARGE NUMBER~ 23F-0270 
FLS: HOR42029 
URIG. PEAK TABLE: HOR42029.PEAK=02--->AOEQ. 
SE l·l S I T H' I n ' 0 R IIH tM L f' E M( TAB I ... E ~ 't 0 
.t ~'t PEM(S. 
tH:l . t.JA~JI~>·Nt:l. f;:EI.. . HH EHH I l Y t.J r n ·1 H c n ·- l 
1 8~J.090 3~ 
2 <f l,~). 061 1.'1 
~~ 1 () ~~ 2 . 20<1 ;?'} 
4 :1. 0 l t (l u ~:J J 2 t:.: ' t: ' ~hJ 
t: d .t ·,:~ :3~~" ~~:3t.t B/1 
I 
Cl 1.273.1)0? 2B 
/ 1332 . /3:·~ 17 
[I 1.361..b63 30 
y 
.L :r77 .. OS1 ~5 2? 
10 :1.433.026 ' ') t: 
·'·· ,.J 
.l :L :l !tlt<J . ft20 .Ln 
t :.~ t b 1. fJ • :1. B 2 I ") I' ) ~._ ""'-· 
:I. J .1. 6 7 :.~ • :1. 8 6 87 






•') ' 1 




















CS) CS) ISl CS) CS) 
. . . . 
Vl V1 ...., Q) 
Q) V1 N CS) 
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14 33 
1377 















COMPOUND NAME: TESTOSTERONE PROPIONAlE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: DELTA 4-ANDROSTENE- 17 BETA-PROPIONATE- 3-0NE 
CA NAME: ANDROST-4-EN-J-ONE r 17-U·-OXOF'ROPOXY >- r ·c 17 BETA> 
CAS NUMBER: 57-85-2 
MERCK INDEX Nü (10 EO>: 9006 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: A-7000 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C22H~203 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT; 344 
~ELTING POINT: 118-122 
SA~PLE TECHNIQUE~ nACRO-KBR 
SAnPLE QUANTITY: 1 ~G I 100 MG KBR 
hANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: T-187~ 
CHARGE NUMBERl 13F-0754 
FLS: HOR42028 
19 
[J fi~ r 0 • r:· E f.i ~( T f~ P.. L. E ~ H ll R 4 2 0 2 B • P E A ~( == 0 ~ ·-· ·- ·-· > A D F U • F' E {\ I< T {~ P.l. E ~ H U 1:~ 't 2 0 2 D • {l PI< L 
SENSITIVIlY ORJGINAL PF~K TABLE : YO 
1.? FEMZS . 
NO. ~JAlJE ·- ND .. 
.l !36~~ .. 090 
:.~ to:~o.2n1. 
.. , 
\:> l 0 't ~~ .. lt ? !~i 
L, tOB0.07l 
.... 
,) .L :L B~i •. L B6 
ó l ~~4()" :1. ~.:i4 
l l2i'0 .. 0't'l 
u 1.330.U0't 
<J .l lt !"i 0 • 31] lt 
1ü 1. ó U . .'t32 
:1. .l .L \J) 6 !J n 2 9 ,'5 
j r\ 
.,\•:. 17?9.083 




































































VI '.1 .po 00 
Ol Vl 15.1 '.1 Vl 
VI N tsl (() 






-----===~ - · 12/lil 
-=---=:.:.._].~ 
1241il 
U1 - 512 ~~------------~------------~-------------+-------------1--------------r--------L 
19 










COMPOUND NAME; TESTOSTERON~ ISOCAPROATE 
1-lOLECULAR FORnULE: C25U3803 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 386 
SA"PLE TECH~IOUE; MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG K8R 
~ANUFACTUkER: ORGANON 
HANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 770 
CHARGE NUMBER: TIC Z 135 
tLS: HOR42071 
0 f~ I G .. P 1::: {ll< 1' (l B L E ~ H Cl 1;: '~ ? 0 ï l • F FA h :::: D 2 -- -· -· > ?l DE Cl • 




















<J!i). n 20B 
l 0 1)8. / .l :J 
l0 't3 " 1t30 
.1. :1. o:s. 220 
11 25. ~~oo 
l.l.f.i:.~. 29/ 
1 2 ? 9 • ~) !=J J. 
:1. ? l.I.. 9B:.~ 
1294.162 
133') . 80B 
l 3/B.06 l 
l ·'t ~) 0 • 3 B B 
i ld,9. 6l~i 
.l61~'.22~~ 
:i. ó 6 7 • 3 ,s B 
:1. )~~~ .'} li lt 
fi:t:L.. I I~T Et-lt) I T Y 
: . ~ .L 


















ISI ISI ISI ..... 
"' . 
ISI ~ lD 
"" 
\0 
""" 20 Cl) 0> ~
"' 
IS) 
()l .". 0> 'J 






















:c ..... - 1233 
















- · 941 
COMPOUND ~AME: TESTOSTERONE DECANOATE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: DELTA 4- ANDROSTENE- 17 BETA- DECANOATE- 3- 0NE 
MOLECULAR FORf1ULE: C2BH4603 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 430 
SAnPLf TECHNIOUE: MACRO- KBR 
SAMPLE QUA~TITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
nANUFACTURER: ORGANON 
MANUFACTURER RF.FERENCE: 767 
CHARGE ~UMBER~ TEDEC Z 87 
FLS: HOR420ï0 
21 
0 F~ J 1.7 • f' E ~  I< l A 8 L. E : 1-1 0 R 4 ~ 0 / 0 • P E A I< ::: D 2 ··- - ··-> r'~ D F Cl .. 
~>EN H J T I V I T Y nF\1 (i H-U~ L P E M( T M:ol .. E : 1i 0 
PE AK TABLE: HUR42070 . APKL 











lJ (~ tJE ·-ND . 
866 .. <;s:s 
l H lO. 3óB 
:1. :2.t6.o:-so 
l 2:':i5. :5B8 
:t 2 <; .l • :? 6 ') 
l :5 :2 6 " 9 5 J. 
1 :15~~. o:-.~4 
1. :r?IJ . o~.~6 
:llt.L 4 u 707 
:1. 4 7 0 • 6 ft () 
:1. 6 l 8 .:L B6 
J.6/0.26 :L 
.L 7:5:5" 90'-i 





l ") t':' 






































ISl ISl ISl 
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~ Vl 
" U) 10 10 




















COMPOUND NA11E: l ESTOSl ERONE UtWECANOflTE 
nOLECULAR FORnULE~ C30H4703 
MULECULAR WEIGHT: 455 
SA~PL~ TECHNlgUE~ nACRO - KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
nANUFAClU~ER: ORGA~ON 
~ANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 768 
CHARGE NUHBER: lUNDEC Z 37 
FLS: HOR42073 
22 
D FU G. PEJd< T tll~d .. E:. ~ HOF.:4 ~-~0 7 3. PEM(==02·- ·- ·-> t1DE.D . PFM( T f.lf.H .. E ~ HClfUt 20 7 3. AF·ta_ 
SI:::NS 1 T J V I Tl IJI~H.H t·h;L PEM( H~BL. E : <JO 
1 2 f' E ?, ~( S • 
NO. WAVE- NO . 
l 887 . 20 4 
2 11 71. 689 
3 1 208.33~ 
4 1248.838 
~ 127~.840 
6 1315 .378 
J 13J4 . 66S 
8 1379 . 0~6 
IJ 14/2.~68 
10 1610.47 1 
11 l6/4. 11Y 
12 1737.766 





·- ' ,.) 1'.' 
, ... . ... J 
1 ~i 
L ""1 . I 
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COMPOUND NAME: TESTOSTERONE PHENYLPROPIONATE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: 17[CPHENYLACETYL)OXYJANDROST- 4-EN-3- DNE 
MOLF.CULAR FORMULE~ C2BH3603 
hOLECULAR Uf.IGHT: 420 
SAHPLE TECHNIOUE~ MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
nANUFACTURER: ORGANON 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 769 
CHARGE NUMBER: TPP Z 159 
FLS: HOR42072 
23 
ORIG. PEAK Tn8LE; HOR4207~ .PEAK=O~--->AOEQ. 
SEN f.) I T I V I T Y OfU U 1 NA L. F' Uü( T ~~ B L. E ~ 9 0 
PEAK TABLE: HOR42072.nPKL 

















Wf~VE ···· NO. 
69'-1" .t 5~1 
70B.79tl 
//t8.337 
B6~.:! .. 1.3:t 
9 -~ ·~ " .t 0 .t 
1.008. 7:1.3 
.t 067. :13 '-1 
1.1 7 0. 72~) 
1228 .. 386 
12"70.054 
J. :N8 . 020 
1380. 1i~i~) 
.ltt2't.3!:i .t 
i't 55 ":.~ 10 
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!SI VI Ol 10 V. Ol 
!SI VI 0) (0 ~ 23 ~ VI ..... CS) (0 Q) 
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lJ)- N tsl 
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I !SI 
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COMPOUND NAnE: fESTOSTERONE-BENZOATE 
SYSTEilATIC NAME; 4- ANDROSTEN-17 BETA- OL-3- 0NE BF..NZOATE 
CA NAME: ANDROST-4-EN-3-0NErll-<BENZOYLOXY> ~ (17 BETA) 
CAS NUMBER~ 2088-71-3 -
STERALOlOS NUMBER= A 6954 
MOLECULAR FORfllJLE; C26H3203 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 392.5 
hELliNG POINT: 188-192 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
S~hflE ~UANTITY: 1 MG I 100 AG KBR 
MANUFACTURF.R: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: T-1750 
CHARGE NUMBER= 62F-0602 
FLS: HOR~2033 
24 
ORIG. PE~K TABLE: HOR42033 . PEAK=D~--->AOEO. PEAK TABLE~ HOR42033.APKL 
H E N S I T I V :C T '( Cl f~ I G J N A L F' E 1-~1 ~( T (-', p, I. . E : 9 0 




















68/ u !'j7'7 
7J.9.1t01 
H6:i. (ï8~~ 
iJlt! . 203 
1ï?8. :t t)O 
1023.:1.7'' 
:1.0'70.lt2l 
:1. l 0 9 • '7 6 6 
:t :1.78" /t3!':i 
.1.2'7't.B/.t 
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COMPOUND NAME: 17 ALPH0-Mf!~!~!ES TOSTERONE 
SYSTE~ATIC NAftE' 17-HYOROXY- 17-HETHYLANDROST- 4- EN-3 ONE 
17 ALPHA--METHYL - 4 - ANOROSTEN- 1.7 BETA-DL- ~~ -· ONE 
CA NAMEl ANDROST-4-EN-J-ON~,17 HYDROXY-17-METHYL-(17 BETA> 
CAS NUMBER: 58-18-4 
MERCK INDEX NO <10 EO>: 6000 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: A 6280 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C20H3002 
ltOLEtULAR WEIGHT~ 302.4 
MELTING POINT: 161-166 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: HACRU-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
flANlJFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: M 7252 
CHARGE NUMBER~ 11F-0439 
FLS: HOR42022 
25 
URIG. PEAK TABLE: HOR42022~PEAK=D2--->ADEQ. 
SEt!S I T IV I TY DRI G INAL F'f.M( TABLE : 90 
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COMPOUND NANE :DN < l.l > -- METHYLTESTDSTEFWNF 
SYSTEI'1AT IC NAME: 17 BET"- HYDROXY - 17 ALPHA- I·lETHYLAIWROSTA- 4, 9 ( 11 > - DIEN- 3- 0tH:": 
CA NAME: -
CAS tWMBER: -
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO); -
STERALOlOS NUMBER: A 510 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C20H2802 
noLECULAR UEIGHT: 300.4 
MELTING F'OINT: 171- 173 
SAilF'LE TECHN I ~UE: 11ACR0- t{BR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: M- 7377 
CHARGE ~UMBER: 36C- 0312 
FLS: HOR42049 
URIG. PE~K TABLE: HOR42049.PEAK=D2--->ADEQ. PEAK TABLE: HOR42049.APKL 
SENSITIVITY ORIGINAL PEAK T~BLE ; 90 
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COMPOU~D NAME: 17 BETA- 19- NORTESTOSTERONE, NANDROLONE 
SYSTEMATIC ~AME: 17 BETA-HYDROXY- 4-ESTREN-3-0NE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-4-EN-~-ONE, 17- HYOROXY-<17> BETA> 
C~S NUMBER: 434-22-0 
MERCK XNOEX NO (10 EO): 6211 
STF.R~LOIDS NUMBER: E 4050 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C18H2602 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT~ 274.4 
MELTING POINr: 112 AND 124 
SAnPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUA~TITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
nAHUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER R~FERENCE: N-7252 
CHARGE NUMBER: 119C- 0234 
FLS: HOR42021 
27 
U I~ I G .. F' E A~( TAB L E ; 1-1 D r~ ·-4 2 0 2 l oo P E {~ ~( ~.:: D :~ -- ... -->,:)DE D • 
SENSITIVIlY ORIGINAL PEAK TABLE : YO 
PEAK TABLE : HUR4202 l.APKL 
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CO~POUNO NAME; 17 ALPHA 19- NORTESTOSTERONE, EPI - NORTESTOSTERONE 
SYSTEMATIC NAHE: 17 ALPHA-HYOROXY-ESTR-4-E~-3-0NE 
CA NAM~: ESTR-4-E~-3-UNE,17-HYDROXY- <17 ALPHA> 
CAS NUMBER: 4409- 34-1 
MOLECULAR FORMULE; C18H2602 
nOLECULAR UEIGHT; 274.4 
SAMPLE TECHNIOU~: HACRO- K8R 
SANF'LE OU ANTI TY: 1 liG I 100 I-lU KBR 
MANUfACTURER REFERENCE; ORGANON 
FLS; HOR42100 
28 
ORIG. PEAK T~BLE: HOR42100.PEAK=02--->ADEQ. 
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CO~POUNO ~AME: 17 BETA- 19- NORTESTOSTERONE PROPIONATE,NANOROLONE PROPIONAlE 
SYSTEtlATIC NAME: 17 BETA- HYOROXYESTR- 4- EN-3- 0NE f'ROF'IONATE 
CA NAME: ESTR - 4-EN-3-0NE, 17- <1- 0XOPROPOXY> -117 BETA> 
CAS NUMBER: 7207- 92- 3 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 .. EO): 6215 
SlERALOIOS NUMBER: E 4090 
NOLECULAR FORMULE: C21H3003 
MOLECULAR UEIGHT: 330.45 
MELTING POINT: 55- 60 
SAflPLE TECHNIQUE~ nACRO- KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
11ANUFACTURER~ SERVA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 30955 
· FLS ~ HOR42053 
..... 
ORIG. PEAK TABLE; HOR42053. PEAK=D~--->AOEO . 
SEtWI TIV I TY nrU GHü-1 1. PEf.,~< TÁBL.E ~ 90 
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CO~POUND NAME: 17 BETA-19-NORTESTOSTERO~E DECA~OATf 1 NANDROLONE DECANOATE 
SYSTfnATIC NAME; 17 BETA-((1-0XODECYL>-OXY> -ESTR ·-4-EN-3-0NE 
CA N~ME: ESTR-4-EN-3-0NE,17-<<1-0XODECYL>OXY>-,<17 BEfA> 
CAS NUMBER: 360-70-3 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO): 62!2 
MOLECULAR FORMULE~ C2BH4~03 
MOLECULAR UEIGHT: 428.6 
11ELTING POINT: 32-35 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SA~PLE QUANTITY; 1 nG I 100 MG KBR 
COrlMERC l•'L NAME: DECA-DURABOL I I~, DECA-OURABOL, DECA-HY BOL IN, HYBOL IN DECA U 0 ATE 
nANUFACTURER: ORGANON 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: NORD~C 196 
CHARGE ~UMBER: 56863 
FLS: HOR42039 
ORIG. PE~K lABLE: HOR42039. PEAK~D2-- - >ADEQ . 
!3ENS I TI V.[ TY 01:;: I G I N1~L F'E1·)~{ TABLE : '10 
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COMPOUND NAME~17 BETA- 19- NORTESTOSTERONE LAURATE, NANOROLONE LAURATE 31 
SYSTEMATICNAME; 17 BETA- HYDROXYESTR-4-EN-3 ONE 17-DECANOATE 
~OLECULAR FORMULE: C30H4803 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT~ 456 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE OUAHTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTURER: ? 
MANUFACTUkEk REFERENr.E: CHARGE 48 
CHARGE NUMBER: 010483 
FLS; HOR42034 
ORIG. PEAK TABLE~ HOR 42034.PEAK=02--->ADEQ. PEAK TABLEs HOR42034.APKL 
!)EUS I fi VIl"f CHUGIN(-'d .. F'fr-")~( T(UH .. E ~ YO 
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COnPOUND NAME: 17 BETA-19-NORTESTOSTERONE PHENPRpPIONATE, 
SYSTEMATIC ~AME' 17 ~ETA-HYDROXYESTR-4-EN-3-0NE 3 PHENYL-PROPIO~ATE 32 
CA NAME: ESTR-4-EN-3-0NE,-<1-0X0-3-PHENYLPROPOXY>-,{17 BETA) 
CAS ~UMBER: 62-90-8 
MERCK INDEX NO <10 EO>: 6214 
STERÁLOIDS NUMBER~ -
MOLECULAR FORnULE: C27H3403 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT; 406.54 
MELTlNG POINT: 95-96 
SArtPLE Tt::CHIUflliE; MACRO-t{BR 
SAMPLE QUA~TITY: 1 MG I 100 ~G KBR 
COMMERCIAL ~AME; OURABDLIN 7 DURABDL, NANDROLIN 
MANUFACTURER: ORGANON 
MANUFÁCTUkER REFEREHCE: 56862 
CHARGE NUnBER: NOR TPP Z 239 
FLS; HOR42040 
--- - - --
·AOEQ. PEAK TABLE: HOR42040.APKL 
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COMPOUND NAMl:":: ETHIS fERONE, El'HYNYL TESTOSTERÖNE 
SYSTEMATIC NAnE; 17 ALPHA-HYDROXYPREGN- 4-EH- 20- YN-3-0NE 
CA NAME: PREGN-4-EN-20-YN- 3-0NE 17- HYDROXY <17 ALPHA> CAS "UMBER: 434- 03-7 ' ' 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 3689 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: A 6100 
MOLECULAR FOROULE: C21H2802 
HOLECULAR UEIGHT: 312.4 
MELTI"G POINT: 269-215 
SAnPLE TECHNIOUE; MCRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 Mû I 100 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NA~E; PROGESTORAL,PRAHONE,GESTORAL 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMn 
OANUFACTURER REFERENCE; E-1001 
CHARGE NUMBER: 92F- 0630 
FLS: HOR4?032 
DRIG" F'Ef1 ~~ H1Bl..E ~ HDf-Ut203:~~. ~·E(..ü(::= 02·- ·- ·->{~DEO. 
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COMPOUND NAME: 17 BETA-TR~NBOLONE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: 17 BETA-HYDROXYE~TRA-4,9,11-TRIEN-3-0NE 
CA NAME: ~STRA-4,9,11-TRIEN-J ONE, 17-HYDROXY-,<17 BETA> 
CAS NUMBER; 10161-33-8 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 9402 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: -
MOLECULAR fORMULE: C18H2202 
HOLECULAR WEI~Hl; 270.38 
MELTING POINT: 186 
SA"PLE TECHNIOUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL ~AME: T~IENBOLONE, TRIEHOLONE 
NANUFACTURER: ROUSSEL UCLAF 
HANUFACTURER REFERENCE~ 3E 0657 
CHARGE NUMBER: -
FLS: HOR42023 
·ADEQ. F'EAK TABLE; HOR't2023.AF'KL 
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COMPOUND NAME: TRENBOLONE 17 ALPHA 
SYSTE::MAT lC UAI·lE ~ 17 Alf'HA-H,.OROXYESTRA-4, 9, 11-TRIEN-3-0NE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-4,9,11-TRIEN- 3 ONE, 17-HYDROXY-,<17 ALPHA> 
CAS NUMBER: 80657-17- 6 
MOLECULAR FOR~ULE: C1BH2202 
MOLECULAR UEIGHT: 270.4 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MAf.RO-KBR 
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COMPOUND NAME: TRENBOLONE ACETATE 
SYSTEMATIC ~AME; 17 BETA ACETOXY- 3- 0XOESTRA- 4,9,11 - TRIENE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-4,9,11-1RIEN-3-0NE,17- (~CETYLOXY> -
CAS ~UnBER: 10161- 34- 9 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C20H2403 
nOLECUL~R UEIGHT: 312 
MELTING POINT: 96- 97 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO- KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 NG I 100 MG KBR 
· COMMERCIAL NAME: FINAPLIX 
MANUFACTURER: 
FLS; HOR42102 
MERCK INDEX NO <10 ED>:9402 
ORIG . PfAK TABLE: HUR421 02 .PEAK=D2--->AOEQ. 
b EN f.!ITI'JllY DfUDUit1L. Pf::?\~( TABLE : 90 
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COMPOUND NAME: PROGESTERONE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME::: DELTA 4-PREGHEt~E:-3r20-DIOUE 
CA NAME: PREGN-4-ENE-3,20-0lONE 
tAS NUMBE~: 57-83-0 
AERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 7678 
STERALOlOS NUMBERs Q 2600 
nOLECULAR FORMULE: C21H3002 
HOLECULAR ~EiûHT: 314.5 
M~LTING POINT: 127-131 
SAHPLE TECHNIQUE; MACRO-KBR 
SAMPL~ OUANTITY: 1 M6 I 100 MG KBR 
~ANUFACTURER; SIOMA 
NANUFACTURER REFERENCE; P- 0130 
' CHhRGE NUMBER: 13F- OB38 
FLS: HOR42017 
OR I G. PEAK TABLE: HOR 42017 .PEAK =02--->ADEQ. 
SENSITIVITY URIGINAL PEAK T~BLE ; YO 
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PEAK TABLE: HOR420:l7.APKL 
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COMPOUND NAME: MEDROXYPROGESTERONE 
SYSTEMAliC NA~E~ 17~HYDROXY-6-METHYL-PREGN-47ENE-3,20-0IONE 
CA NAME; PREGN-4-ENE-3,20-DIONE,17 HYOROXY- 6-METHYL-, <6 ALPHA> 
CAS NUMBER: 520-85- 4 
MERCK INDEX NO C!O EO); 5614 
STERALOlOS NUnBER~ 0 30~0 
~OLECULAR FO~MULE: C22H3203 
110LECULAR WE I GH'T; 344.5 
MELTING POINT: 220-223.5 
SAnPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO - KBR 
SAMPLE OUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MA~UFACTURER: SIGMA 
HANUFACTURER R~FERENÇE: M-6013 
CHARGE NUMBER: 63F- 7810 
FLS: HUR420l8 
0 R I G " F Ei~~( T ,:) BI .. E ; H DI~ 't 2 0 1. 8 " P E ,~ ~( ~~ D 2 ·-· ··- -.. >;'":)DE 0 • F' E A~( T ,~ P. L E ~ H c:: I~ tt 2 0 :L 8 • t~ F' I·~ L 
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COMPOUND NAME: AEDROXYPROGESTERONE- ACETAfE 39 
SYSTEMATIC NA~E; 17 ALPHA- ACETOXY- 6 ALPHA-~ETHYLPROGESTERONE 
CA NAME: PREGN- 4- ENE- J,20- DIONE,17<Ar.ETYLOXY>-6- METHYL- 6ALPHA 
CAS NUMBER: 71- 59- 9 
MERCK INDEX NO <10 EO>: 5614 
ST~RALOIDS NUHBER: 0 3021 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C24H3404 
nOLECULAR UEIGHT; 386.5 
MELTING POINT: 207- 209 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO- KBR 
SAMPLE OUANTITY; 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME; CURRETAB, DEPORONE, FARLUTAL, GESTAPURAN, LUTORAL, NIOAXIN 
MANUFACTURf.R; SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 11- 1629 
CHARGE NUMBER: 102F- 02R7 
FI.S: HOR42019 
OR I G. PEAK TABLE: HOR420 1 9.PE~K=O~--->ADEQ. 
SEI-lS i liVI TY ()I;: J: GH!AL. F'Etll-( H1Bl .f:' ~ 90 
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COMPOUND NAME: MEGESTROL ACElATE 
SYSTEMATIC HAHE~ 17 -HYDROXY-6-~ElHYLPREGNA~4,6-DIENE-3,20-DIONE ACElATE 
C~ NAME: PREGHA-4,6-Dl~NE-3,20-DIONE,17-<ACETYLOXY>-6-METHYL 
CAS NUMBER: 595-33-5 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO): 5623 
llOLECULAR FORAULE~ C24H3204 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 384.5 
"ELTING POIHT; 214-216 
SAMPLE T~CHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE OUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 ~G KBR COM~ERCIAL NAM~: MEGACE,MEGESTAT,NIAGESTIN,OVABAN 
HA~UFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: N-0513 
CHARGE NUnBER; 21F-0136 
FLS: HOR42030 
ORIG. PEAK TABLE: HUR420~0.PEAK=02--->ADEQ. 
SEN!Jl ll V I TY DfU U I HAL f:•Efü( H~BLE ~ 110 
PEAK TABL_E: HOR42030.APKL 
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COMPOUND NAME: M~LEHGESTROL ACETATE SYSTEMATIC ~Af1E; 17 ALPHA-ACETOXY-6-METHYL-16-n~THYI.ENE 4,6-PREGNADIENE-
CA NAME: PREGNA-4,6-DIENE-3,20-010NE,17-<~CETYLOX1>-6= · 
: METHYL-16-MF.THYLENE- ·3,20-DlOi 
CAS NUMBER: 2919-66-6 
nERCK INDEX NO <10 EO); 5636 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C25HJ204 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT; 396 
MELTING POI~T: 224-226 
SAI1PLE TECHNIOUE: r1ACRO-·KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 10 t-IG KBR 
MANUFACTURER; UPJOHN 
MA~UFACTURER UEFERENCE: 245112 
CHARGE NUMBER: 332UW <ETHER EXTRACTEO> 
FLS: HOR4210J 
ORIG . PEAK TABLE: HOR42103 .PEAK=D2--->ADEQ . 
SENS ITIVITY ORIGINAL PEAK TABLE ; 90 
23 PEM(Ei. 
NO . WAVE- NO . REL . INl.ENS ITY 
1 ~50.645 1 4 
2 612.364 14 
-, 
,;) ,.S26 . 8~~9 :t ~j 
4 88 1 . 'tl. <7 fy t) 
r.-
,.J 929.63"7 ::.~ :5 
ó ll'5~.2. 7EJ2 :?1 
l 'il2. 06 11 ::.~} 
8 1036.6BO ~=j() 
9 1122" ~508 :1. / 
10 120~i. ftft3 3 -4 
11 1230.~'.'i:l6 I ' () ·'t 
12 l2't't. 'l Ul :1.0 0 
13 12é'J0 .ld :1. BB 
l't l3HI. 2/2 ~.:~3 
15 1372 .. 27.-'J ~;iO 
u., 138B.óï'O 3lt 
17 .l415 .. 6/2 ::.~·7 
18 1 't43 . b39 30 
19 1578 .. 6ltB lt~5 
20 l 6 2 ,, • "~~ l I.-· ti 
21 1666. '' 0~j 97 
,.... ..... 
~~ 17 l5. ~j(l} H<i' 
23 1?37.? ,-s/ <JB 
f;:t 
PEAK TAB LE: HOR 42103.APKL 
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COMPOUNO NAME: DIENESTROL 42 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: 4,4'-<1,2-0IETHYLIOENE-1,2- ETHANEOIYL>BISPHENOL 
CA NAME: PHENOL,4,4'-C1,2-DIETHYLIOENE-1,2-ETHANEDIYL>BIS 
CAS NUMBER~ 84-17- 3 
MERCK INDEX NO ClO EO>: 3085 
STERALOlOS NUftBER: 0 300 
~OLECULAR FORHULE: C18H1802 
nOLECULAR WEIGHT~ 266.3 
MELTING POINT: 227-228 
SAMPLE T~CHNIQUE; ~ACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COnMERCIAL NAME: OIENOL, OINOVEX, RF.STROL 
MANUfACTURER: SIGMA 
MA~UFACTURER REFERENCE: 0-3253 
CHARGE NUMBER: 37C- 0369 
fLS: HOR42003 
ADEU. F'EM{ TABLE: HOR42003. f)F'HL 
SENSITIVITY ORIGINAL F'EM{ TABLE . 90 . 
17 F'EM{S. 
NO. WA'JE- NO. REL. INTENSITY Wlf>lH CM-1 
1 519.779 ~50 11 
2 620.072 52 4 
3 649.003 16 8 
4 775.334 45 1:' .J 
5 826. 4't5 55 12 
6 834.160 56 10 
7 85~3. 447 51 5 
8 1102.251 28 7 
( y 1170.720 5 ~5 8 
10 1205 .'t37 100 19 
11 1246.905 57 14 
12 1.332.733 61 9 
13 .L 426.275 34 .LO 
14 1~13.067 'J8 12 
15 1591.180 36 6 
16 1607.574 28 li 
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COMPOUND NAME: DIETHYLSTILBESTROL 
SYSTEMATIC NAME; (E) -4,4~(1,2-DIETHYL-1,2-ETHENOIYL)&ISPHENOL 
CA NAME: PHENOL, 4, 4~ < 1, 2- D I ETHYL - 1 , 2- E TH END I '(L >BIS- ~E) 
CAS NUHBER: 56- 53- 1 
MERCK XNDEX NO <10 EO): 3115 
STEkALOlOS NU~BER: 0 400 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C18H2002 
MOLECULAk WEIBHT: 268.3 
MELTING POI"T: 169- 172 
SA~PLE TECHNIQUE: ~ACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 Mû I 100 MG KBR 
COH~ERCIAL NAnE: DES, BUFOH, OISTILBENE, SERkAL 
MANUFACTURER: INTERPHARM 
I
. ~ANUFACTUREk REFERENCE~ ~-4186 
CHARGE NUMBER: PH EUR 738559 





1. D F~ l G .. P E {i!< T {i E~ L. E ~ HU f-~ L1 2 0 0 1. • P E (.) ~( o: D 2 .. - ··· ·-· > (l D EU .. 
!:!EN t).[ TI tJl rr UR HH NAL F'EM( T .:·~ BL.E ~ ?0 
PEAK lABL.E : HOR420 01. APKL 
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COMPOUND NAME: HEXESTROL 
SYSTEMATIC NA~E: 4,4~(1,2-DIETHYI.-1,2-ETHANEOIYL>BISPHENOL 
CA NAME: PHEUOL, 4,4'-(1,2-0IETHYL- 1,2-ETHANEDIYL>BIS-(R.S) 
CAS NUMBER~ 84-16-2 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 4593 
STERALOlOS NUnBER: -
MOLECULAR FORnULE: C18H2202 
~OLF.CULAR WEIGHl: 270.4 
MELTING POINT: 18S-188 
SA"PLF. T~CHNIQUE: MACRO - KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG/ 100 MG KBR 
connERCIAL ~~~E: CYCLOESTROL, SYNTHOVO 
MANUFACTURER: INC 
~ANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 15529 
CHARGE NUMBER: 39959-A 
FLS: HOR42002 
44 
ORIG . PEAK TABLE: HOR 42002. PEAK=D2--->AOEO. 
~i E H S I T I V I T Y DFU G H! AL. P E M( T ti B l F ~ 1/0 
PEAK TABLE: HOR42002.~PKL 
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j_j_Q /' n 073 
.l .l / 3 • 6l !1 
1. 2 1. 7.'17/t 
.L 4:5? . "776 
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CO~POÜND NAME: DI~NESTROL-DIACETAlE 
SYSTEMATIC NAnE: 4,4' - (1,2- DlETHYLDIENE-1,2- ETHANEDIYL>BISACETATE 
CA NAME: 4,4' - (1,2-DIETHYLIDENE-1,2- ETHANEDIYL>BIS- DIACETATE 
CAS NUMBER: 84-19-5 
MERCK IUDEX NO <JO EO>: 3085 
nOLECUL~R FORMULE~ C22H2204 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 3S0.4 
nELTI~G POINT; 119- 120 
SA~PLE TECHNIOUE: ~ACRO-KBR 
SAnPLE OUANTITY: 1 MG I 10~ MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: FARMACYROL,LlPAMONE,RETALON 
nANUFACTURER; SIGnA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 0 3378 
CHARGE NUMBER: Y68- 0400 
FLS: HOR42005 
ORIG. PEAK TABLE; HOR4200S .Pf~K~D2--->ADEO. 
SENS 1 T J V I n· (Hi: I G I NA!... P E fü( Tri B L F.: ~ 'i 0 
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U. 95. 7 11!3 
1 2 .L '7 • 9 '? 8 
:i 36B .'t1. B 
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PEAK T~B L E; HOR42005.APKL 
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CO~POUND NAME: DIETHYLSTILBESTROL ·DIP~OPIONATE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: ALPHA,ALf'HA' DIETHYL 4,4'-STILBENEOIOL DIPROPIONYL ESTER 
CA NAME: PHENOL,4,4'-C1,2 -OIETHYL-1,2 ETHENEDIYL> BIS-,OIPROPIONATECE> 
CAS NUHBER; 130-80-3 
MF.RCK INDEX NO C!O EO): 3116 
STERALOlOS NUnBER: 0-500 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C24H2804 
MOLECULAR UEIGHT: 380.5 
MELTING PÖINT: 104-104.5 
SAHPL~ TECHNIQUE; MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE OUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COnMERCIAL NAME: CLINESTROL,CYREN B, 018ESTIL,ESTILBEN,EUVE~TIN,ORESTOL 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
hANUFACTURER REFERENC~; 0-3881 
CHARGE NUMBER: 62F-0239 
FLS; HCJR42004 
ORIG. PEAK TABLE: HOR42004.PEAK=D~--->ADEQ. 
SE H S I T l V 1 T Y 0 fO: U H! f-11.. f' E M( T MH. E ~ lJ 0 
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PEAK TABLE~ HOR42004 .APKL 
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CAS NUHBER~ 55331-29-8 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO): 9923 
MOLECULAR FORHULE~ C18H2605 
nOLECULAR WEI6HT: 322.41 
nELTING POINT; 146-148 AND 178-180 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SA~PLE OUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 





·ADEQ. PEAK TABLE' HOR42025.APKL 
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COMPOUND NAME: CORTICOSTERONE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: 11 BETA,21-0IHYOROXYPREGN- 4- ENE-3 ,20- 0IONE 
CA NAME: PREGN-4-EHE-3,20- DIONE,11,21 OIHYDROXY- ,<11 BETA> 
CAS NU~BER: 50-22-6 
~ERCK INDEX NO <10 EO): 2509 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: 0 1550 
hOLECULAR FORMULE: C21H3004 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 3-46.4 
MELTING POIIn: 180-182 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAhPLE OUANTITY: 1 nG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
hANUFACTURER RF.FERENCE: C-2505 
CHARGE NUMBER: 49C-0372 
FLS~ HOR42026 
DRIG. PE~K TABLE; HOR42026 .PEAK~D2--->ADED. 
SENSI'fiVITY ORIGINAL PfAK TABLE : 90 
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PEAK TABLE; HOR4~026 .APKL 
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COMPOUND NAME: HYDROCORTISONE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME~ 11 BETA,17,21-TRIHYDROXYPREGN-4-ENE- 3,20-DIONE 
CA NAME; PR~GN-4-ENE-J,20-DIONE,11,17,21-TRIHYDROXY-,(11 BETA> 
CAS NUMBER: 50-23-7 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 4689 
STERALOlOS UUHBER~ 0 3880 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C21H300S 
hOLECULAR UEIGHT~ 362.5 
MELTING POINT: 217-220 A~D 212-213 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY; 1 MG I 100 MG. KaR · .. 
49 
COMMERCIAL NAME: CORTISOL, ALA- CORT, CLEITON, CREMESONE, CO~ADEX, CORT DOME 
MANUFACTURER; SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE; H-4001 
CHARGE ~UMBER: 102F-0652 
FLS: HOR42027 
0 R I G • F' E M( T f)[~. L E ~ H D R l t ~~ 0 :U • FE M( ::-" l) 2--·- ·-> r-) 0 E () • 
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Alphabetica l index 
No . Compound Filename 
48 Corticosterone HOR4 2026 
42 Dienestrol HOR42003 
45 Dienestrol-diaceta te HOR42005 
43 Diethylstilbes trol HOR42001 
46 Diethylstilbes trol- dipropionate HOR42004 
15 Equilenin HOR42055 
14 Equilin HOR42054 
2 Estradiol-l7a HOR42007 
1 Est radiol-17 (3 HOR42006 
3 Estradiol-1 7-acetate HOR42008 
8 Estradiol-3-benzoate HOR42009 
4 Estradiol-diacetate HOR420ll 
5 Estradiol-dipropionate HOR42012 
9 Estradiol- 3- methyle ther HOR42013 
6 Estradiol-17-propionate HOR42056 
7 Estradiol-3-sulphate HOR42010 
13 Estrial HOR42014 
12 Estrone HOR42015 
10 Ethinylestradiol HOR42016 
33 Ethisterone HOR42032 
44 Hexestrol HOR42002 
49 Hydrocortisone HOR42027 
38 Medroxyproges terone HOR42018 
39 Me droxyproges terone-acetate HOR42019 
l 10 Megestrol-acetate HOR42030 
41 Me lengestrol-acetate HOR42103 
11 Hestranol HOR42031 
25 Me thyltestosterone- 17a HOR42022 
26 Hethyltestosterone- D9(11 ) HOR42049 
28 Nortestosterone- 17a HOR42100 
27 Nortestos terone- 17(3 HOR42021 
30 Nortestosterone- decanoate HOR4 2039 
31 Nortestosterone- laurate HOR42034 
32 Nortestosterone- phenylpropionate HOR42040 
29 Nortestosterone- propionate HOR42053 
37 Progesterone HOR42017 
17 Testosterone-17a HOR42101 
16 Testosterone- 17(3 HOR42020 
18 Testosterone-ace t ate HOR42029 
24 Testosterone-benzoate HOR42033 
21 Testoste rone-decenoate HOR42070 
20 Testosterone-isocaproate HOR42071 
23 Tes tosterone- phenylpropionat e HOR42072 
19 Testost e rone- propionate HOR42028 
22 Testosterone-undecanoate HOR42073 
35 Trenbolone-17a HOR42024 
34 Trenbolone-17!3 HOR42023 
36 Trenbolone-acetate HOR42102 
47 Zeranol HOR42025 
8649 . 2 - 3 -
Systematic index 
No . Compound Filename 
1 Estradiol-17(3 HOR42006 
2 Estradiol-17o. HOR42007 
3 Estradiol-17-acetate HOR42008 
4 Estradio1-diacetate HOR42011 
5 Estradiol-17 - propionate HOR42056 
6 Estradiol-dipropionate HOR42012 
7 Estradiol-3-sulphate HOR42010 
8 Estradiol- 3- benzoate HOR42009 
9 Estradiol-3-methylether HOR42013 
10 Ethinylestradiol HOR42016 
11 Hestranol HOR42031 
12 Estrone HOR42015 
13 Estdol HOR42014 
14 Equilin HOR42054 
15 Equilenin HOR42055 
16 Testosterone-17(3 HOR42020 
17 Testosterone- 17o. HOR42101 
18 Testosterone- acetate HOR42029 
19 Testosterone- propionate HOR42028 
20 Testosterone-isocaproate HOR42071 
21 Te stosterone-decanoate HOR42070 
22 Testosterone-undecanoate HOR42073 
23 Testosterone-phenylpropiona te HOR42072 
24 Testosterone- be nzoate HOR42033 
25 Hethyltestosterone-17a HOR42022 
26 Methyltestosterone- D9(11) HOR42049 
27 Nortestosterone-17(3 HOR42021 
28 Nortes tosterone- 17o. HOR42100 
29 Nortestosterone- propionate HORLI2053 
30 Nortestosterone-decanoate HOR42039 
31 Nortestosterone-laurate HOR42034 
32 Nortestosterone-phenylpropionate HOR42040 
33 Ethisterone HORLI2032 
34 Trenbolone-17(3 HOR42023 
35 Trenbolone-17o. HOR42024 
36 Trenbolone-acetate HOR42102 
37 Progesterone HOR42017 
38 Medroxyprogesterone HOR42018 
39 Medroxyproges t e rone- acetat e HOR42019 
40 Heges trol-a ce tate HOR42030 
41 He lenges trol- ace t a t e HOR42103 
86ll9 . 3 - 4 -
42 Dienestrol HOR42003 
43 Diethylstilbestrol HOR42001 
44 Hexestrol HOR42002 
45 Dienestrol- diace tate HOR42005 
46 Diethylstilbestrol- dipropionate HOR42004 
47 Zeranol HOR42025 
48 Corticosterone HOR42026 
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